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About the Play
Old Amos leads an eccentric life hidden deep in the tropical
rainforest of Far North Queensland's Cassowary Coast. He's a
bohemian eco-warrior, a spiritual eclectic and a cantankerous
loner but for the occasional visit from his mysterious
neighbour, Josie. His idyllic existence living amongst the
Orange-footed Scrub Fowl and the elusive Cassowary,
however, is endangered when his estranged daughter Paula
moves in. She has her eyes on his precious real estate. She
has plans. Over my dead body, thinks Amos. He may be right.

About the Playwright
Language and story have always played a lead role in
playwright Laurie Trott's life. As a published poet, she has
used language as a prism to focus and record the essence of
the natural world and pay tribute to the amazing lives of wild
creatures all the way from ants to elephants.
Born in Queensland's Wet Tropics, Laurie has lived and
worked in the distant corners of Australia. She was awarded
first-class honours in Screen Arts at Curtin University for a
script set in the WA Pilbara.
Her use of language, honed through a career as a
metropolitan journalist and tested through many stage
performances in community theatre, is now brought into a
powerful combination with the intricate web of life in the
tropical rainforest through her play To Kill a Cassowary.
Laurie's love of nature and detailed knowledge of the Wet
Tropics rainforest's ancient legacy resonate through the
play, highlighting the conflict between the need to protect
and preserve the environment and the potent demands of
human greed and ambition.
Laurie and her journalist husband Peter live on a forested
block on the outskirts of Mission Beach where cassowaries
wander through from the adjoining World Heritage Area in
search of rainforest fruit.

Turn the page for activities,
and discussions.

Cast

AMOS Steven Tandy
JOSIE Paula Narzarski
PAULA Natalie Taylor

Creative Team
Director Bridget Boyle
Set & Costume Designer Simona Cosentini
Set & Props Designer Simone Tesorieri
Lighting Designer Jason Glenwright
Sound Designer Guy Webster
Projection Designer Nathan Sibthorpe
Dramaturgy Kathryn Ash
Voice Over Artists: David Terry & Susan Prince
Technical Consultant Sam Gibb
Stage Manager Teegan Kranenburg
Production Manager Candice Marshall
Production Assistant Dylan Hamilton-Thompson
Photography/Videography FrontRow Fotos
Marketing Design Astie Designs
Set Construction: Just the Man Handyman and Home
Maintenance

Genre
Comedy, FNQ style.

Running Time
Approx. 1hr 25min with no interval

Audience Information

Rated PG: Includes scenes with mild coarse language, mild
depictions of violence in a stylised, theatrical or historical
way, discreet references to sex, some partial nudity. JUTE
advises strobe lighting effects, smoke haze, loud gunshot
sound effects and simulated cyclone effects.

Before the show
The play is set in the Wet Tropics south of Cairns, where there is an abundance of unique wildlife and plants. Research why the Wet Tropics
of Queensland is considered so special and why animals like the cassowary are endangered.
Explore the rehearsal blog at jute.com.au/backstage/backstage-to-kill-a-cassowary/ to read more about how plays are developed and
rehearsed.
See photos of the set at jute.com.au/backstage/backstage-to-kill-a-cassowary. Discuss the design elements of the show (lighting, sound,
projection, set, costume) and make predictions about this production of To Kill A Cassowary. eg. How might the design elements create a
sense of living amid the rainforest? How might cassowaries be represented on stage, and what elements will be used to depict a cyclone?
See the rehearsal galleries at jute.com.au/backstage/backstage-to-kill-a-cassowary/ discuss what is meant by the term 'creative team'
and how such a large team of artists with separate areas of expertise collaborate effectively to make a single work of art ?

Hear Director Bridget Boyle and the set/costume designers discuss the play at jute.com.au/backstage/backstage-to-kill-a-cassowary/ .
Bridget speaks about the 'physical comedy' of the play, calling the play genre a family 'dramedy' and references the 'non-human
characters' in the play. Discuss each of these comments, and make predictions about the play’s performance style, tone, and design.
Watch the playwrights' interview for the play jute.com.au/backstage/backstage-to-kill-a-cassowary/ to understand more about her
writing journey and what she is trying to achieve with To Kill A Cassowary.

Discuss this moment in the play:
Amos:

Post-show activities

You can't lock the place up. It's finding the balance.

What is she implying about rainforest management? Discuss how you feel about the tension between preserving the
rainforest and people's need to live and work here?
What contemporary and local issues does this production conjure in your mind? In what ways is this play relevant to 2020 Australia?

Do you believe Paula had every right to expect to inherit the land from her father?

Look at the production photos and designer sketches at jute.com.au/backstage/backstage-to-kill-a-cassowary/. Discuss how design
was used in the play. Discuss the light and shade, the representation of forest creatures, and the use of sound. Can you identify any
symbolic meaning in these design choices?

The play's theme is inheritance. In what ways does the idea of inheritance relate to the environment and conservation?

Research the poem My Country by Dorothea Mackellar. Why might the playwright have chosen to include a reference to this
iconic Australian poem in her play?

JUTE Theatre Company acknowledges the First Peoples of the
Country on which we stand. We pay our respects to all of Cairns’
and Far North Queensland First Peoples, to their ancestors and
Elders, and to our shared future.

This project is supported by the Queensland
Government through Arts Queensland.

